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The Kenyon Collegian
HUGHES WINS STRAW

PLUCKY FIGHT FAILS

Team Piles Up Large Score Local Vote Reverses General Re
Despite Fighting Defense of
sult in Ohio Schools, Which

Heavier

and

Otterbein

Eleven

Team

44
37
2

Hughes
Wilson
Benson

ng

d.

Faculty

Hull

R.T.
DowneV

Blaik

N

R. E.

Wilson
Hughes
Benson

9
5
1

Hanna Hall, at the first of the year a
Burt
Republican hotbed, showed a decided

Sanborne
Q.

Munns

change of sentiment and presented

McGinnis

Wilson a plurality of three.
Those
who have swung from Hughes to Wilson, claim they changed their vote be

Galberach
L. H.
Abbot

Received and Plans Undergraduates Voice Approval
Laid for Stires Debate
Team in Rally in Philo Hall

R. H.

Crawford cause Hughes has so far offered few
constructive policies of importance, and
Referee
Lambert, 0. S. U. Um- the few offered have been too weak to
support. The personalities indulged in
pire Reese, Denison.
Touchdowns
Munns (2), Burt (2), Crawford (2), by Colonel Roosevelt have also affected
McGinnis (2). McVay. Becker. Goals sentiment
somewhat,
and no few
from Touchdown
Munns (6). Time Republicans believe that a Maxim
of Periods
Silencer for the aforesaid gentleman
15 minutes.
Gunn

F.

(Continued on Page 2)

of

Bi-Wee- kly

Nu Pi Kappa has taken
1

Gordon

STIRS ENTHUSIASM

Members

Meetings

Kenyon again went down to defeat
before Miami on October 21, by the
Since the opening of the college year
The
of
score of 66-the heavy opposing backs, ably assisted there has been any amount of specu
by their line was irresistable and the lation as to which of the two leading
presidential nominees would carry the
score was never in doubt.
Only in the second period did Ken- college. The straw vote undertaken by
yon present an offense which en- the Collegian shows the Republican
dangered the Miami goal, Sanborn and candidate slightly in the lead, and may
well be taken as the way the Kenyon
Abbott working the ball to the 25-yline when
the Miami line held. student vote will be cast on November
Galberach's runs from punt formation 7. Only actual voters were considered
were one of the features of the game. in this ballot.
Taking into consideration the fact
Several times he circled the Miami ends
for gains from ten to thirty-fiv- e
yards that the college is normally Republican,
Axtell, Munns and Capt. Crawford President Wilson has made a remarkable showing in polling thirty-seve- n
played well.
A very large crowd witnessed the votes. The Socialist candidate, Allan
L. Benson, received two votes, cast
game, as it was the annual home-cor- n
ing at Miami. Many alumni of the rather because of a dislike for both
Hughes and Wilson, than on campaign
university were present.
Upon the return of the Kenyon team issues.
First returns came in from Bexley
to Gambier, a large crowd went to the
Hall,
which from reports was supposedstation and welcomed them with a few
Bexley did the
cheers in honor of their plucky fight ly a Wilson stronghold.
unexpected and returned a tie vote,
against overwhelming odds.
Hughes and Wilson each receiving six:
Lineup and summery:
Bexley Hall
Kenyon
Miami
Hughes
6
Thorne
Steele
Wilson
6
L. E.
The faculty vote was decisively for
McGormley
Boer
Wilson, giving him practically a two to
L. T.
Young
Zimmerman one preference over Candidate Hughes.
However, the president has been genL. G.
Axtell
Hale erally conceded this vote, and the only
surprise is that Hughes received as
C.
McGuire
Shupp many as five. The Socialist candidate
was complimented with one vote.
R. G.
line-plungi-

New

FOOTBALL MEETING

Speakers Cheered

Defeat

White

Out With Bad Arm

0.

LARGE INITIATION

Give Wilson Choice

Also

Case

Local

Crippled

NU PI KAPPA HOLDS

BALLOT AT KENYON

TO HOLD MIAMI TEAM

Kenyon

NO. 3

JAM11IKK, OHIO, OCTOBER 28,

XL.III

VOL.

(Continued on Page 3)

a

flying

year by opening
up with several lively meetings and an
start at a successful

Spirit of Determination Rampant as
Dr. Lockert Points Duty of
Student Body

initiation of several new members from
the class of 1920, and also others who

"We can lose one, two, three, four,
are new at Kenyon this year. With a or five games, and yet go into the last
good sized enrollment and capable of- game and win." In an atmosphere
ficers in charge, everything points to a tense with spirit and rekindled engreat year for the society. The first thusiasm. Dr. Lacy Lockert addressed
purely social event of this year was a these words to the student body at a
football rally in Philo Hall the evensmoker, given on Wednesday evening,
ing of October 7.
October 25.
"We don't want moral victories,"
The aim of the society is to
he continued, "For they are only a
an interest in literary matters and to balm to an uneasy conscience.
What
aid in this endeavor the society has we want, win or lose, is moral repassed two laws which will keep the spectability."
The meeting was called after three
attendance at meetings in a healthy
successive defeats on the football field.
One of these changed the
condition.
with the object of rekindling the en
time of meeting from every week to thusiasm
and fighting spirit of both
twice a month
that is every other team and student body. Practically
week; the other is a rule by which a every undergraduate was present, and
member is automatically dropped after the men greeted every speaker with
solid applause.
cutting two meetings.
Dr. Lockert stated that the reputa
meetings there
At these
tion of Kenyon spirit had reached him
will be drills in the rudiments of parlong before he came to the Hill. He
liamentary law, papers on vital topics
said that what he had seen of the
of the day and, of course, debates in
congenial
atmosphere of the college
practice for the Stires Debate on Washhad
him believe in its reality.
made
ington's Birthday. To pick men for
is not always pleasant,"
"But
the
truth
this event, a merit system has been
he added, "and the feeling since the
adopted, in which the mental capacity,
last game is no better than that of any
oratorical ability, and general efficiency
college.
It is not the spirit
of contestants will count in securing average
which has made Kenyon's great repu
them a place on the platform for the
tation."
Stires Debate.
"The students have been more de
The society is greatly aided by the
spondent, than the team," he said, "But
active support of Dr. Lockert, one of
that is not the point. The question is
the new members from the faculty.
not whose fault it has been, but what
He has transferred some of his attenare we going to do.
g
tions from his
course to
"We are going to start at the bot
Nu Pi and the whole society will be matom
and work up, the only game,
terially benefited by his suggestions and
courageous, and manly thing to do."
instructions.
For the rest of the season, Dr. LockThe following is a list of the new
stated, the word Fight is the only
ert
men who were initiated on the evenworthy of Kenyon. With every-motto
ing of October
:
L. W. Pilcher, '17, Graves, '20, W. thing to win and nothing to lose, the
P. Smith, '20, French, '20, P. B. Wen- - team can make a strong showing.
dler, '20, Comstock, '20, Wright, '20, "And if the team fails to show spirit,"
he concluded, "And I know they won't
W. McNeal,
'20, Brain, '20, D.
Matthews, '19, G. S. Harrison, '19. fail, the college can stand together and
Presley, '20, James, '20, Coldewey, put spirit into them."
Further remarks made by Captain
'20, H. G. Walton, '20, Gregg, '20,
Axtell
and A. R. McKechnie, '17,
Eastman, '20, Harper, '20, Knox, '20,
greeted
were
with cheers and apGreen,
'20, Seitz, '20, Edward
plause,
and
hearty
yells were given for
Mathews,, '20, Hohlfelder, '20, Kerber,
'20, Sant, '20, Thompson, '20.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Page Two

PLUCKY FIGHT FAILS
TO HOLD MIAMI
(Continued from Page 1)
OTTERBEIN

WINS

A speedy dash by Lingrel, left-ha- lf
of the Otterbein team in the second
quarter, spelled defeat for Kenyon in
the annual game with Otterbein on
October 7. Throughout the entire game

er, 0. S. U. Umpire McDonald, 0.
Tasman, KenS. U. Head linesman
Kenyon
:
Sanborn
yon. Substitutes
for Abbott; Downe for Galberach;
Otterbein: Huber
Endle for White.
for Gilbert; Mase for Shotty.

CASE SWAMPS KENYON

Showing a very poor brand of footplay was in Otterbein's territory and ball and disappointing a number of
more than once Kenyon lost first down rooters who attended the game, Kenyon
and a chance to score, by inches.
lost to Case, at Cleveland, 48-Otterbein kicked off to Galberach,
From the time play started Kenyon
who brought the ball to mid field be- was never able to gain, making but
fore he was thrown.
Abbott was dis- two
in the entire game,
qualified and Galberach retired with a while Case gained and scored at will.
torn shoulder, and the loss of these men Kenyon was outclassed in every dewas apparent in the play of the entire partment of the game, Abbott and
team. The ball
Gordon being the only Kenyon players
during the quarter and ended in who played well. But for the ability
midfield.
of these men to pull down Case runIn the second quarter. Ream for ners the score would doubtless have

The Arnold Store
FOR

first-dow-

see-saw- ed

tionery, Lamps and
Gas Stoves

Picture Framing, Athletic Supplies

d.

been higher.

k.

the services of Galberach and White, the latter breaking
his arm. He will be out for the remainder of the season. Bauer and McGormley played well for Kenyon, while
Lingrel and Ream were responsible for
Otterbein's victory.
Lineup and summary:
Kenyon
Otterbein
Mundenk
Ader
Kenyon

lost

L.E.
McGormley

Higlemire
L. T.

Evans

Sheerin
L. G.

Walters

Axtell (c)
C.

Shotty

Thorn
R. G.
Gordon

Connsellor

R.T.
Galberach

Miller

Oldest

Banking: Institution
Knox County

in

Resources More than a Million
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Dsault B. Kirk, President,
John M. Ewalt, Vice Pres.
Henry C. Devin, Vice Pres.
Wm. A. Ackerman, Cashier
J. H. McFarland, Asst. Cashier
W. P. Bogardus
C. F. Colville
Ralph C. Ringwalt

Singer
C. A. Kilkenney
TAILOR

Fit the Hardest to Fit
Please the Hardest to Please
I

Five minutes after the game started
Captain Hense heaved a pass to Howard and the first score was made.
From then until the end of the game
Case had a procession to the Kenyon

Cigar Store

DRY CLEANING
a Specialty

PRESSING

Taylor's Barber Shop
Three Good Barbers

Telephone 54

goal.
Kenyon seldom had the ball, and
although a few forward passes were
successful and Abbott managed to
puncture the Case defense on a few
occasions, once for 35 yards, Kenyon
showed little offensive strength.

Captain Hense, Healy and Boley
played football of all star calibre, and
should worry any team in the

Case

BUSY BEE
RESTAURANT
Under Old Management

at All Hours
15 West High

L. T.

Street

Conant
Erben

Kenyon

Trade Solicited

C.

Haag

Thome

R.G.
Wood

Gordon

The Citizens Bank

R. T.
R. E.
Hense

Sanborn
Q- -

Maggs

Gunn
L. H.

Sweeney

Abbott
R. H.

Graves

Bauer
F. B.

Has the

Barber Shop
for

Gambier, Ohio

KENYON MEN

Individual Liability
General Banking
Business

A Neat Hair Cut
A Clean shave
A Delightful Massage

Howard

Downe

"Bob" Casteel

MT. VERNON, OHIO

L.G.
Axtell

The Drug Store

SHORT ORDERS

Ashbaugh

Sheerin

MT. VERNON

KENYON MEN WELCOME

L.E.
McGormley

St

Gambier, Ohio

JOSEPH MANSFIELD

Clark

Ader

South Main

3

Interest Paid on
Time Deposits
Safety Vault Boxes for Rent

Touchdowns
Hense 3, Healy 3,
Goals
Sanborn.
Gilbert Howard. Safty
from Touchdowns Ashbaugh 3, CoQ.
Weygant, Wooster.
Lingrel nant. Referee
Gunn
Promptly Met
Umpire
Potts,
0. W. U.; Head lineL. H.
Merrill, 0.
Substitutions
Peder man
White
Thorne for Ader; Love for Thome;
R. H.
A pageant representing the history
Ream Werner for Rowe; Endle for Bauer,
Bauer
Snook for Gunn. Case: Boley for of Yale University will be given at that
F.B.
Goal from Graves; Cullen for Ashbaugh; Healy place October 21, with a cast af over
Touchdown Lingrel.
Touchdown Lingrel. Referee Hoy- - for Heuse.
7,000 students.

R. E.

Abbott

The

Chas, G.

And

field only to lose it once more. Neither
Lineup and summary:
team was able to gain consistently and
the game ended as Otterbein failed to Kenyon
drop-kic-

MT. VERNON, OHIO

ns

back-and-for- th

Otterbein made a spectacular end run
for 30 yards, but a forward pass over
the goal line gave Kenyon the ball.
On an exchange of punts, Sanborn
fumbled and Otterbein recovered on
line. On a fake punt
Kenyon's 27-yformation Limpel broke away, scored a
touchdown, and kicked a pretty goal
from a difficult angle.
Kenyon showed a return to life in
the second half. Forward passes, Sanborn to McGormley or Bauer, were
and Kenyon
partially successful,
marched to Otterbein's 5 yd. line only
Otterbein
to lose the ball on downs.
was unable to gain and again Bauer
and White carried the ball down the

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Books, Magazines, Sta-

0.

The New
Knox National Bank

Let "Bob" Do It.

-- "

The College Inn
MRS. WELLMAN, Prop.

Your Banking Wants

Gambier Friends Welcome
C. G. SCOTT & SON

General Merchandise
Secials:

Fine Candies, Cigars
GAMBIER
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THE KENYON COLLEGIAN
BONFIRE KINDLES
FOOTBALL SPIRIT

TAKES PICTURES

PHOTOGRAPHER

Classes, Teams, Boards, and Portraits
Taken for Reveille
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The Book and Art Shop

I

'The Store

by

Witnessed
Annual Conflagration
Many as Team is Given
Send-Ofto Case
f

much enthusiasm enDisplaying
bonfire, the student
by
large
kindled
a
body held a football rally on the evening of October 2, two days before the
1

Case game.
During the afternoon the freshmen
had collected all kinds of inflammable
material from every quarter of Gambier
und had stacked it on the fork in the
Middle Path before Old Kenyon.
conflagration
was started at
7:30. The student body, including
sophomores and upper classmen,
as
well as the freshmen,
d
around the fire singing songs, thereby
arousing their enthusiasm to the highest pitch. This scene was witnessed by
some of the professors.
With the dying down of the fire, the
snake dance ceased and, while the
coals still glowed brightly, the students called on several for speeches.
The coach spoke first and was followed
by Capt. Axtell, Dr. Selinger, Senor
McMahon, "Hack" Abbott, '19, W. R.
Kinder, '14, and Dr. Lockert. Much
applause was given each speaker.
All three of the new professors who
were called on for speeches were greeted by nick names which seem likely to
stick. In the future Dr. Selinger may
expect to be known among the student
body as "Hugo;" our Spanish inThe

snake-dance-

All pictures for the 1917 Reveille
have now been taken, all organizations as well as many individual students being photographed during the
week of October 0.
The work was done by a representative of the White Studio, New York,
which handled the pictures for last
year's book. The photographer was
on the Hill for three days.
Many campus pictures were taken
during the summer, which will insure
scenes of the Hill at its best.
The Reveille board is also planning
to use several pages of snapshots, and
reuests that any students with interesting pictures submit prints for use in

(Continued from Page I)
should have been provided for in one
of the planks of the party platform:
Hanna Hall

We are always first to show the Newest and Best in

Our Specialty

is

Fine Picture Framing.

We Aim to Accommodate.

E

Right Prices.

E

Give Us a Call.

E

Good Taste

Quick Service

Com-

Boxed

mercial and Social Stationery
Tablets or in Bulk.

CHANGE IN GRADING SYSTEM
No Credit for 4 Unless Condition
Removed by Examination

that there will be any more changes in
the vote, for the voters in both parties
seem to have made their final decision,
and assert that they intend to maintain
their present stand on November 7.
Total Vote
Hughes
44

Diamonds

Cit. Phone, 23 S

is

Wilson
11
Hughes
8
Benson
Wilson
37
Benson
Old Kenyon proved to be Wilson's
2
one weak spot, Hughes being overTotal
83
whelmingly in the lead, which more
Hughes' majority, 5.
than offset the previous advantage held
by the president. In this building,
Returns from straw votes at other
criticisms of Wilson's weak foreign Ohio colleges give close results.
Cinpolicies were numerous, and several cinnati University gives
Democrats voted for Hughes as a re
Wilson
101
sult. For the first time, the tariff was
Hughes
88
brought in as a real issue, and the arguDenison favors Hughes slightly by a
ment for a high protective tariff in vote of,
order to meet post bellum conditions
Hughes
127
was advanced by the supporters of the
Wilson
120
former justice:
Wooster University gave by far the
Old Kenyon
most decisive results, favoring Presi
Hughes
25
dent Wilson by a majorty of 69:
Wilson
II
Wilson
....170
There can be no doubt but that a deHughes
101
cided change in sentiment has occurred
The total vote for the two candidates
recently.
A month ago Hughes was in the state is:
the popular candidate in the college,
Wilson
428
but of late he has lost several former
Hughes
360
constituents and has failed to gain at
all. It is highly improbable, however,
Wilson's majority
68
1

Everything in Books, Magazines, School
Stationery and Supplies, Loose Leaf
Note Books in Large Variety.

fjlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllimilli;

Several changes have been made recently by the faculty in regard to
grading. No credit will be given for
the grade of 4 in any subject unless
the conditional exam, is passed.
Formerly two hours credit was given
in the event of a failure to pass the
condition, but hereafter it will be a case
of receiving the full credit of three
hours, or a complete failure in that
subject.
A subject dropped after the first
month
will count as 5 in averages, and
structor will unquestionably be referred
dropped
because of excessive
one
to as "Senor;" while Dr. Lockert has
absences
will be considered as
chapel
earned the familiar title, "Lacy."
a 4.
HUGHES WINS STRAW BALLOT

MT. VERNON, OHIO

1

the book.

of Things Different'

Ned W. Ilger

Jeweler and Optician

117

L

Watch Repairing and Engraving
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
S. Main Street

Scarbrough

E.
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Good Clothes Shop

Taxi and
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Auto Service

Correct Things

To Gambier

to Wear.

Hudson Motor Cars
Citizens Phone,
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Kenyon

Mt. Vemon, Ohio

Doolittle

Views,

Note Books.

Post
Snyder-Chaffe-

Cards

COMMONS
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CIGAR

e

Chocolates

STAND

Fancy Groceries
Hardware
Chase

to Show You.

502

Bell Phone, 351 -- W

S. R.

A Pleasure

Dry Goods

Ave.

Gambier

FOOTBALL MEETING
(Continued from Page 1)
Dr. Lockert, the Coach, the Captain,
and the Team.
Evidence of the spirit aroused by
the meeting was shown at adjournment,
when "Stand Up and Cheer" arose
spontaneously as the men were leaving
the hall to sing the Thrill.

For Cigarettes
Tobacco and Candies

The Oakland
the place to

EAT
West From Square

12

Patronize our advertisers.

West High Street
MT. VERNON, OHIO
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disgusted and discouraged, especially
if the scores have been against the
FounJed In 1855
The standing of teams in the Ohio
team, but if this feeling is fought down
Published every two weeks during
Conference
shows that Miami and
the collegiate year by the students ol right now, the second half of the sea- Denison are tied for first honors, each
son will pass quickly on.
Kenyon College.
of three
Rooters, if you are inclined to think having won three games out
(Member of the Ohio College Press
colleges with perfect
played.
Other
your team is a bunch of pups who
standing are Case and Ohio State,
couldn't beat a woman's college you
which have won two games each, and
P. W. TIMBERLAKE, '17
ought to be taken home and spanked
Junior Editors
Ohio University, which has won one
M. D. DOUGLASS, '18
and then put in short trousers. Just
H. S. DOWNE, '18
and tied one.
remember this, you couldn't do a bit game
Associate Editors
Wooster still appears as a dangerous
better yourself, every man out there
S. J. DAVIES. '17
factor, with three victories and one deH. K. HOHLY, '18
is trying hard but some times there are
MAHLON HENDERSON, '18
feat to show. Mt. Union and Ohio
off days when it is harder to try hard.
C. K. LOOMIS, '17
Wesleyan
are the other colleges in the
R. H. MAXWELL, '18
Be a man, brace up; stand up for the
W. V. MUELLER, '18
Conference
that have won at least an
coach, the team and the college and
J. A. SCHAFER, '17
in games.
break
even
W. K. EDWARDS, '19
Don't Quit!

Conference Close

The Kenyon Collegian

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

N. P. SANBORN, '19

OHIO
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No Phoenix ever rose more
splendent from its ashes than Kenyon spirit stirred from the gloom of
defeat at the recent football rally.
That same spirit which we have heard
at once praised and mourned for as
lost spoke in no uncertain tones.
Whatever the results may be in the
remaining games of the football season,
all the old enthusiasm, all the old fight,
and all the old determination to win
are going to be present. "We can lose
every game until the end and then go
out and win the last one." No one
who was present at the meeting can fail
to show that spirit. Teh team and the
students alike are pulling for victory,
and whether they attain it or not they
are going to achieve "not moral victory, but something better, moral respectability." They are going to because it is the will of Kenyon that it
shall be so.
Incidentally a debt of gratitude is
due Dr. Lockert, who showed us where
we stood and put us right.
re-

All For Kenyon
This is just two words to the student who is likely to become discouraged by the rather unfavorable beginning of this year's football season.
Those two words are "Don't Quit!"
They not only apply to the team but
they apply to the rooters as well; for
the team at this time needs moral support as well as physical strength and
strength. The player in
numerical
naturally becomes a trifle
on

STANDING

P W
3 3
3 3
2 2
2
2 2
4 3
2 I
3
3
3

Miami
Denison
Ohio State
Ohio University
Case
Wooster
Mt. Union
Ohio Wesleyan
Akron

1

1

1

Northern

1

Baldwin Wallace
Oberlin
Kenyon

1

2
3
3
4

Cincinnati
Wittenberg

L

Pet.

0

1.000
1.000
1.000
1,000
1.000
.750

0

0
0
0
I
I

.500

1

.500

2
2

.333

0
0

2

0

3

0
0

2

.000
.000
.000

3

.000

1

.000

Rifle Club Notes
The following scores were shot:
200 yards. 50 possible.
One of the most useful objects in Oct. 4.
Kenyon is the chapel organ. It is Reeves
54443444-4- 0
4543453344-3- 9
played every day of the college year; Hohly
3552443443-3- 7
yet a more worn out instrument than McBride
4433334344-3- 5
that in the college chapel could scarce- Harrison
4444430344-3- 4
ly be found in the United States. For Schafer
2302332443-2- 6
daily,
heard
fifty
it
been
has
over
years
Hamilton
until now it is on its last legs.
Oct. 11
44453-2- 0
Kenyon has a good choir, but it Weida ...3453454545-4- 2;
44444-2- 0
needs better support than the old organ Reeves .. .344444444-3- 9;
44345-2- 0
gives it. It is not unusual for the Hohly ...4534343354-3- 8;
43454-2- 0
most solemn parts of a service to be McBride .3444332434-3- 4;
42254-1- 7
broken in upon by a mournful wheeze Hamilton .4433332443-3- 3;
from the moribund instrument; and Oct. 14.
45454-- 22
rarely does a Sunday service begin un- Reeves ..3455444544-4- 2;
til the organist has crawled into its Weida ...4445334444-3- 9;
34454-- 20
44330-- 14
inner workings to adjust the action.
Hohly ...4334444443-3- 7;
34444-- 19
By all means, the chapel should have Welch ...3344332433-3- 2;
Club shoots for record are held every
a new organ; and it is to be hoped
that the present year, will see its
Wednesday afternoon, and Saturday
afternoon when there is no football
Practice at 500 yards
game at home.
will begin next week. At its last meetTo
ing the Club ordered 500 rounds of
Kenyon College has always taken a Krag ammunition to be sold to members
deep interest in the wider affairs of at cost, for individual practice. The
the nation, and has done much, not Club also authorized an indoor .22
only in the way of collective thinking, range, 25 yards, for practice in bad
but also in furnishing national leaders weather.
Secretary.
to meet the crises of the past. It would
be, accordingly, strange if the present
campaign did not arouse strong sentiEnrollment at Cornell University is
ment among the body of students.
nearly 5,000 for the present year.
With two active organizations, one
striving for the election of Wilson, and
A $25,000 fire recently damaged the
the other for Hughes, Kenyon is again main hall of the University of Wisconshowing the old time interest in national sin. The hall was an old one, being
affairs.
This is as it should be, and built in 1857. Money for a new buildis the only proper thing for the college ing will be appropriated by the state
of Stanton and Hayes.
legislature.

True

An Organ

Form

PEIRCE
AT

DARTMOUTH

By special request. Dr. Peirce represented Kenyon at the inauguration of
Ernest M. Hopkins as President of
Dartmouth College, on October 6. The
inauguration ceremonies took place in
the morning arid were followed by a
luncheon for the visiting delegates from
colleges and universities throughout the
country.
In the evening a rally was held in
This
the assembly hall of the college.
was the celebration of Dartmouth night
which has occurred annually for the
last twenty years. It is attended by the
faculty, the student body and many
Aside from the general
of the alumni.
idea of the rally, its main
purpose is to initiate the freshmen into
Dartmouth life and its traditions. Dr.
Peirce was the only speaker at the
The
meeting from outside the college.
subject of his address was the founding
of Kenyon College by Philander Chase,
Dartmouth, 1796.
get-togeth-

er

.333
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Wanted

All Together

mid-seas-

The defeat of the football team at
Cleveland,
by a large score, has
caused adverse criticism of the team
and its management. Even though the
season has not been successful thus
far, now is the time when the support
of the entire student body is most
needed by the team. The college
owes its support to a team that is
practicing and fighting hard. Every
man in college can do his part, and that
part consists of silencing unjust criticism, and making the football men feel
that the college as a whole is behind

CONFERENCE

Team

PRESIDENT

BOOSTS RIFLE CLUB
After attending his second shoot
with the Rifle Club on Wednesday, Dr.
Peirce gave it the highest praise for the
He
splendid work which it is doing.
said that the range is almost ideal and
absolutely safe, as all the shots are
The presifired into a steep hillside.
dent believes that the men should take
more interest in the club, which he
thinks should have a membership of at
least fifty men.

President Attends Convention
Dr. Peirce left Sunday to attend the
General Convention of the Church at
St. Louis. On Monday a Kenyon reunion was held, attended by the bishops
and other Kenyon men of the vicinity.
On Tuesday there was a mass meeting,
addressed by the presidents of the University of the South, St. Stephen's College and Kenyon College. The subject of Dr. Peirce's lecture was "Religious Education."
Miami has purchased ground for a
An appropriation
girls' gymnasium.
of $85,000 will be made for the
building, and the grounds will include
seven acres.
Oberlin Gets Library
Oberlin College has just been presented with the Gay Stevens Collender
Library, consisting of 2,500 volumes
on economics, history, sociology, and
biology.
The collection is valued at
$1,800, and was the gift of the class
of 1891.

Brotherhood Starts Work
Active work of the Brotherhood of
St. Andrew is scheduled to start with
the election of officers on October 26.
The Chaplain is anxious to begin thq
meetings, and has appointed L. H.
'18, as acting director until the
election is held.
Dan-fort-

h,
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HARVARD AND YALE

ALL

CLASSES

NAME

E0R YEAR

PLAY WITH THRILLS

Tournament Schafer Heads Seniors Wood, White,
and Allen Other Presidents
Great
Gridiron
Evokes
Chosen
by Classes
Spirit and Mirth

Exciting
Melodrama of Love and
Crime to be Presented on Night
Of November 25

PLAY SCORELESS TIE

OrEICERS

CLASS

PUEP AND POWDER

0E1 91 6

TAKE

UP VARIED PURSUITS
Favored By Majority
Graduates, Although Many
Continue Studies

Business
Inter-Dormito-

ry

Harvard 0 Yale 0. At the end of
four quarters of football, farce and
comic opera, the above result stood as
the indeterminate decision- - of the annual gridiron nieieu between Old Ken-yo- n
and Hanna"t4all. The game was
perpetrated on the afternoon of Oc-

All class elections have been held
within the past two weeks, the seniors
having elected a president two weeks
ago, and the other classes following
suit during last week.
Simplicity marked the procedure of
the class of '17, as the president, J. A.
Schafer, was the only officer named.
tober 21.
Tremendous and unusual preparatThe class plans to let the chairman of
ions were made for the fray. Old Eli the Prom Committee act as treasurer.
chose Cross, '17, as their generalissimo,
The new officers of the other classes
and Harvard turned to Meeker, also are as follows:
'17, as the Moses to lead them to
victory, S. J. Davies, '17 was unaniJunior
mously chosen by Old Kenyon as
President Earl M. Wood.
referee.

Vice President

Further appointments were numerous, being announced on the bulletin
Worthington, '17, headed the
board.
ambulance corps, and attended the
game with a stretcher, a saw, and a
Harrison, '19, was
bicycle pump.
named cheer leader. He was barely
elected. Yale held several practices in
the Bexley parlor, and an informal tea
before the game was announced to be
held in the apse of the chapel.
The game started with the announcewould
ment that any team not
be penalized 10 yards. Neither team
The first quarter was
was penalized.
indecisive, being marked by the All
American playing of McMurray, Tate
Clever ruses
Hohlfelder and Wendler.
to avoid tackling the runner were applauded in this quarter. In the second
quarter Harvard nearly scored but the
half ended
By this time most of the stars were
exhausted and numerous substitutes
were put in. The game assumed more
of the appearance of football in this

Secretary
Treasurer

off-si-

de

William V. Mueller.

Robert C. Barron.
Warren H. Catt.

Sophomore
President Dale T. White.
Vice President Rollo W. Stevens.
Secretary Carter S. Miller.
Treasurer Bruce Puffer.
Freshman
President Frank A. Allen.
Vice President A. Brooke Williams.
Secretary Harold G. Walton.
Treasurer John M. Jerpe.
Alba

Relief

The Balkan Relief Fund, under the
auspices of The Christian Work, New
York, is sending out an appeal for the
inhabitants of Albania. It is stated

that conditions in that country are far
worse than in Belgium or Armenia.
The treasurer of the fund is the Rev.
Frederick Lynch. Contributions are
received at The Balkan Relief Fund,
CHARACTERS
half. Attempts to use the crowd as 70 Fifth Avenue, New York.
Danny Mack, a Government Scout,
interference in end runs failed repeatKnown in the West as "Little
edly, and the referee drove the rooters
R. T.
Buckshot"
Wattley
back to the sidelines.
The feature of Hohlfelder
Leitz Mr. Brown, from Nevada (in Reality
the third quarter for Harvard was CapR. G.
One "Jonas Lee," from Utah, a
tain Meeker's sensational three inch Matthews
Edwards
Mormon "Saint")
Meldrum
run through center.
c.
Simon Slade, His Henchman; One
In the last quarter both teams nearly McCartney
Wendler
of the Infamous "Destroying
scored. Harvard got to Yale's 10
L. G.
Angels"
Miller
yard Tin''., but lost the ball on an at- Wattley
Allen Hon. Ira Barton, a Wealthy Bos- tempted drop kick. An intercepted
L. T.
tonian
Sapp
forward pass brought it back to the rrazier
lilden Young Mr. Weed, Called "Juniper"
same place. At this point the game
L. E.
His Nephew
Inventor of "Weed's
was interrupted to give a cheer for Meeker (c)
Lewis
Patent Panacrea"
Cross
Rickey Davis, '17, who had retired
Q.
Patrick Phelan, Barton's Handy
;
with a cramp caused by his strenuous Read
Delch
Man
Davies
efforts for Yale.
R. H.
Zeb Tucker, a Wells-Farg- o
Man.Jerpe
A little later Yale intercepted a pass Maxwell
Meldrum Elsie Barton, a Plucky American
and got to Harvard's five yard line, but
L. H.
Girl
Blessing
failed to advance. Thsi ended the Mueller
McMurray Kit, Her Sister; 'Too Old for Dolls,
game:
F.
Too Young for a Beau
Young
Lineup and summary:
Referee Davies, Yale.
Umpire
Norma, a Maid Servant
McKechnie
Harvard
Yale Berkley, Holy Cross. Head linesman Wild Flowers, a
d
Indian
Tate
Cross (c)
Wood, Yale. Substitutes too nuGirl
Matthews
R. E.
merous to mention.
Time of periods
Time of Playing Two hours and a
ers
Davis Variable.
quarter.
0--

0.

of

When a man leaves college, he enters upon a new field in life, he makes
new friends and, perhaps, never again
comes in contact with his classmates.
However, it is always a source of much
interest to have the knowledge of
what the men, who were in college with
you, are doing. For the benefit of the
sophomores, juniors, and alumni who
see the Collegian, a list will be found
below which tells the different walks of
life wherein the class of 1916 of Ken-

After a space of two years of inactive membership, the directors of the
Puff and Powder Club have suddenly
come to life and if their plans do not
miscarry, "Little Buckshot," a thrilling melodrama, will be presented to
Kenyon students on the night of November 25, after the Reserve Game.
For the past few years it has been
the wish of the members of the club
to present a real melodrama with all
the accompanying strong situations,
quick action and thrilling climaxes.
1 his sort of a play is difficult to obtain
and it was not until recently that Director Wattley succeeded in finding
"Little Buckshot." The play is full of
vim, snap, and go, and has the qualities of incisive wit and genial humor as
well as the usual characteristics of
blood and thunder which are found in
The action is
every melodrama.
crowded with powder, smoke and long
haired villians and is absolutely void
of any bombastic lines, sentimental
love scenes or long drawn speeches.
"Little Buckshot" is a play of three
acts. The scene of action takes place
in three different places and with a
successful interpretation, the audience
is kept on "pins and needles" for two
hours and a quarter. Director Wattley has selected his cast with care and
discrimination, and hard work has al
ready begun. As the play will be given on the night of the Reserve game,
it is sincerely hoped that it will be well
attended. Posters will be sent to Reserve and from all indications, many
Cleveland students will be on the Hill
at this time. The cast is as follows:

yon have enrolled.

It is generally admitted that a man
with a college education has a far better chance to succeed in life than a man
without one. The following list will
show that all of last year's seniors, who
have finished their course of study, are
holding positions that a man without
a college education could not maintain:
Hermann Dietrich Albright First
National Bank, Massillon, Ohio.
Thomas E. Davey Pursuing Course
of Study at Ohio State.
Morning
Rex Jonathan Ballard
Tribune, Findlay, Ohio.
Harvey Hay Bemis Reserve Medical College.

Robert Andrew Bowman First National Bank, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Birch Leighton Brown
Business in
South Charleston, Ohio.
E. W. Forker
Principal High
School, Mercer, Pa.
Porter Breck Hall Business in
Buffalo, N. Y.
Charles Edwin Kinder At Findlay,
Ohio.
Arthur Sidney King
Overland,
Company, Toledo, Ohio.
Robert Faber McDowell
Ass't

Manager Goodrich branch at Dayton,

0.
Nathaniel Rue High Moor

Gam-bie- r,

Ohio.
Ralph Emerson Morton Brokerage
business in Springfield, 111.
Herbert T. Perrin Princeton Grad-

uate School.
Donald Ruhl Smith Guardian Savings and Trust Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Barnard Howard Steinfeld Goodrich Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
Joseph Stafford Trottman University of Wisconsin Law School.
Gowan Clarence Williams
General
Seminary, New York.
SYNOPSIS
Act I. Drawing-rooat Barton's
residence in Boston. Danny unmasks the "Saint."
Act II. The Overland Route. A
rocky pass in Utah. A lapse of ten
months. The Destroying Angels.
Act III. A rough cabin in the
mountains. A lapse of a day. The
Saint's proposal. A clever ruse. The
Mormon gets his reward.
m
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I
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tached, and the temperatures were
recorded on every tape length. We
PHILIPPINE SURVEY had an awning carried over the tape,
and as it was in the woods the temperature was fairly constant.
Letter from Kenneth T. Adamt, '12,
The awning was carried by Moros,
Tells of Work in Coast and
who are Mohammedans. They had the
Geodetic Surrey
most ridiculous clothes you ever saw.

ALUMNUS DtSCRIBES

An illuminating account of the work
of the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey is contained in a letter received
by Dr. R. B. Allen from Kenneth T.
Adams, '12, who is engaged in that
work in the Philippine Islands.
He states that his ship is near the
southern end of Palawan Island, where
they are engaged in mapping two small
islands not yet charted under American rule. His account of the work
follows in part:
We started just as though there were
no survey work on earth, which of
course meant measuring a baseline,
and getting the latitude, longitude, and
azimuth astronomically. The baseline
has to be cut through the woods. All
the island are of coral formation, and
almost flat, but covered with a heavy
growth of trees.
Montagula Island
was chosen, and we started to cut a
line from one end to the other. The
line was started by compass, aiming for
the other end, and then carried forward very accurately by transit. It
took almost a month to cut that path
through, for out here when you run
across a piece of wood as soft as oak
it is wonderful. Very little of the
wood will float. Ipil is the most valuable, being very hard and taking a fine
polish.
In cutting the line through we saw
many new things, red squirrels for one,
which I did not believe were in the
Phillipine Islands, and we caught a
flying squirrel, wild pigs, and wild cats.
We found orchids and wonderful vines,
a hundred feet long. You could cut
the lower end loose and swing an immense distance on them.

After cutting through we put a
monument at each end and set stakes,
every 50 meters for the end supports
of the tape. There were 168 stakes.
All this was in January, which is the
rainy season. Many a day we were so
cold that we could not keep our teeth
from chattering, and would have to
beat our arms to keep warm. Also, we
got our shoes wet, and there was no
soil on the island, it was all sharp,
jagged coral, and cut through wet shoes,
like butter. I wore out three pairs of
shoes.
At one end the scaffold was started.
The island is only ten feet high at the
shore, and fifty in the middle, so that
we have to build immense, high, observation scaffolds, with tripods in the
center at each end of the base line.
Finally we measured. We had two
base tapes, one invar and one steel.
Invar is a new amalgam which has a
very low coefficient of expansion. The
expansion
of our invar tape was

Illllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllt!llltl!l!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllll

Harcourt Place
A CHURCH

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

Thorough College Preparatory and Academic courses for High
School graduates in languages, literature, music and art and espec- ially in

i

Domestic Science and Art
A Preparation for Home Life

One had a pair of trousers big enough
to carry an automobile in; I think he
could have taken them off over his
head, and the next must have put his
But they all had
on with a shoe-horis
which
bed, wrapped
their
a sarong,
about their waist. You should have
seen that procession go over a log.
When all corrections were made the

Development of character and personality receives the careful
attention its importance demands.

n.

two measures with the invar tape difThe steel
fered by seven millimeters.
tape varied by 2.5 centimeters. The
entire base was 8386 meters long, or

I

The Rev. Jacob Streibert, Ph.- D.,

I

-

REGENT

GAMBIER, OHIO
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For Your Tired Eyes, try Our Reliable
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Examination

Now we are finishing the two scaffolds. One is completed, and the
other needs about two days' more work.
They are built of small trees cut in the
woods and untrimmed. They are
about thirty feet square, at the base,
the scaffold at East base is about 70

U

u

VUI

tlUI

of the Eyes

Frank L. Young
O ptometrist

1

feet above the sea, and the other is
175 feet above water, and still they
will not see one another. We are going to run the west scaffold up about
twenty-fiv- e
feet more. That is very
high for such timber, but everything is
cross braced and wired, and the work
There will
is done by Filipino sailors.
be two more scaffolds to build in the
first quadrilateral of the triangulation, a
long and tedious job.
We are doing little other work. In
building the scaffold, every piece has
to be hauled up by block and tackle
and secured by wire, and it is slow
I went
I don't blame the men.
work.
up one day to see if I could see the
other signal, and while I wasn't scared,
I didn't move around much.
Today while roaming around in the
woods hunting straight trees to cut, I
found one, and when it was cut down
I found a small bunch of orchids in
bloom on it. These are the first I have
Yesterday I was out
seen in bloom.
and one of my men called me and
showed me a snake skin. It was very
old, but seemed to be a big one. He
pointed to his chest and said that it
was as big around as he was, and I
laughed at him, but he pointed to a
tree at least twelve inches in diameter,
and said it was that big. There are
some monsters out here, but I don't believe any that large would be on such

j
1
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Ready
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Your Own!"

-"Roll

A fresh, lively "roll your own" cigarette of "Bull"
Durham is as quickening and inspiring as the roll of
drums or the "get busy" notes of a bugle call. "Bull"
Durham is the smoke of the
the bright
and breezy smoke that goes with youthful enthusiasm
and energy.
red-blood-

ed

GENUINE

ll Durham
TOBACCO

SMOKING

INo other tobacco in the world has the unique, mellow-swe- t
Bull' Durham.
mildnessorthedelightfularomaticfragranceof
Carolina leaf, "Bull"
Made of rich, ripe Virginia-NortDurham has that distinctive, exclusive quality which has made
it the favorite smoke of three generations.
Only by "rolling your own"
with "Bull" Durham can you get
a cigarette with the individuality
and personality that give such
perfect, lasting satisfaction.
h

a small island.

Student Leaves
The football team has been further
crippled by the withdrawal of C. J.
His loss will
Ader, '17, from college.
be felt as this was his third year at
end on the 'Varsity.

hcl

be

A e k for Fit
package of "papers?
with each 5c sacs

Cornell has opened a shelf room to
students, where they may obtain books

of general reference for home use.
.00000044 per degree Centigrade. The shelves contain about 10,000
Eeach tape had two thermometers at volumes.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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GLEE CLUB STARTS REHEARSALS
Trip Planned to North of State Before
Christmas

In preparation for the proposed
Glee Club trip before Christmas, Director DeWolf has announced the beginning of rehearsals for Monday,
October 23.
Two trips are contemplated. The
trip north will probably include Cleveland, Sandusky, To.'edo, jand other
cities visited by the club last year.
The southern trip will include Cincin-na- ti
.

MEET ME AT

Vernon's

The Bakery
GOOD THINGS TO EAT

Hot

Sandwiches

For Rent

See Us

H. C. Stoyle

About Banquets

mi

of weeks. There is no lack of material in college, and as 58 men have
tried out, Mr. DeWolf expects no difficulty in selecting an unusually good

We are agents for the famous Ramer's Chocolates, Lowney's Chocolates and Johnston's
Chocolates.
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A large and enthusiastic throng of
Republicans gathered in the Bull's Eye
of the West Wing last Monday evening
for the purpose of organizing a club
which will be affiliated with the National Republican College League. The
following officers were elected:
President W. V. Mueller.
Vice President E. B. Davis.
Secretary Mahlon Henderson.
Treasurer L. H. Danforth.
Dr. W. F.
Executive Committee
Peirce, Dr. W. P. Reeves, Hon. L. T.
Cromley, '03.
After the election, rousing addresses
were made by Drs. Allen and Selinger
and Messrs. Mueller, Davis and Lewis.
Stirring patriotic songs were sung, and
a feeling of the greatest optimism, relative to the outcome of the election,
animated the meeting.
It is planned
to have several prominent Republican
speakers here and each week a smoker
will be held..
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want the best cigarette!
irrespective of price.
Thousands of smokers of 25

cent
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ORGANIZE

Hughes Club Meets and Chooses Men
To Direct College Campaign

D

MT. VERNON. OHIO
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Bruce; and the Scotch song, "Loch
Lomond," arranged by DeWolf.
Work has been commenced on a skit,
which promises to be as successful as

club in December.

ii

CAN DYLAN

Gambier, Ohio

U fclU klLi UffliiJJiJ

club. Practically a new repertoire has
been arranged for this year, but parts
of last year's programme will probably
be used also.
A few of the new numbers are, "A
Cavalier's Song" Bullard; "A Lullaby" Brahms; "Go Long Mule"

ing active work with the Glee Club until
after the Puff and Powder Club had
presented its play, because several men
were active in both organizations.
It has been decided, however, to
begin at once and to get a trip for the

Paramount

Delicious Chocolates, Bon Bons, Nut
Opera
Caramels, Cream Wafers,
Sticks, Nut Candy, Marshmallows,
Nugatines, Chocolate Covered Cherries, Salted Almonds and all the
Billiard Parlor Connected
Fresh,
good kinds of confections.
popular
Banquet and Dance Serving Ha!l tempting and delicious at
prices.

Restaurant

Director DeWolf expects this year's
club to surpass the club last year, as
the members have the advantage of
training and experience in Glee Club
work.
The club will be picked in a couple

"The Movie Show" was last year.
Manager DeWolf had planned delay-

Is

Headquarter! for

"
.

Where Quality
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ALUMI NOTES

WILSON CLUB

Officers Named and Delegates To Be

5
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Recent alumni visitors on the Hill
include the following:
The Rev. Franklin E. Hauck, '13.
Bex. '16, who is now curate in charge
at Lisbon, 0.
The Rev. Thomas Jenkins, ex- - '99,
Bex. '00.
of
The Rev. Frank R. Jones, l,
of
is
chaplain
New York. Mr. Jones
New
in
Hospital
the William Parker
York City, which cares for contagious
During his visit on the Hill
diseases.
preached
at the evening service on
he
October 14.
The Rev. E. G. Mapes. Bex. '03,
rector of Grace Church, Sandusky, 0.
Thomas W. Christian, ex- -' 17.
Francis E. Rogers, ex- -' 9, of Toex-'O-

Sent to Conference

DID YOU

BEXLEY KEEPS ANNIVERSARY

ORGANIZES

GET A

STYLE BOOK?

Cornerstone Laying and Planting of
If
Ivy Commemorated

Organization of a local Wilson Club
anniversary of
The seventy-sevenwas effected on October 21, when ofof Bex-le- y
the
the
laying
of
cornerstone
ficers were named at a meeting in
of the
anniversary
first
Hill
and
the
Philo Hall.
Bexley
celebrated
ivy
at
planting
was
Two members of the state committee
Ocaddressed the students interested, and this year in a fitting manner on
th

tober 23.
the following officers were elected:
An inspiring service was held the
Meeker,
'17.
President J. E. C.
afternoon, the feature being
preceding
Timberlake,
W.
Vice President P.
of a beautiful choral
the
rendition
'17.
Secretary-TreasurW. H. Catt, even song in which the college choir,
under the leadership of J. P. DeWolf,
er

'18.
7, took part.
The club plans to meet every TuesThe special anniversary service was
day evening, and will send delegates
to a conference at Columbus, October commemorated Monday morning, October 23. This service was in charge
28.
Students present at the organization of E. M. Tasman, W. F. Whitman, and
ledo, O.
meeting were: A. A. Remy, '18, James W. C. Seitz. C. E. Hull, the other senior
The Rev. John Ernest Carhartt, '14, Beech, '19, Carter Miller, '19, Truman at Bexley, was unable to take part as
Bex. '15. of Toledo,-0- .
Young, '19, D. H. Wattley, '17, P. B. he was away at the time. It consisted
R. G. Rockwood, ex- -' 17, was a re- McBride, '18, W. R. Kinder. '14, J. E. mostly of songs and prayers, including
cent visitor on the Hill.
C. Meeker. '17. W. H. Catt. '18, P. a processional march around Bexley
N. R. H. Moor, '16, has returned to W. Timberlake, '17, F. A. Allen. '20.
Hall.
Gambier, where he will make his

not, we will gladty furnish you one from
Hart Schaffner & Marx. Or, better still, we
will show you the made up garments in Varsity
Fifty Five Suits, and Varsify Six Hundred
Overcoats.

Mt. Vernon. Ohio

v

;the

Gem Laundry

1

ALBERT E. AUSKINGS
General Manager
No. 7 North Main Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio

1

J.

L. SNOOK, Kenyon Agent

Work and Service Ihe BEST

home.
Miss Marian Streibert, daughter of
t,
Dr. and Mrs. Jacob Streibert of
was married on August 16, to
the Rev. H. G. C. Martin, '10, Bex.,
Har-cour-

'14, of Flint, Mich. The ceremony was
performed by Canon Watson in the
college chapel.
Mrs. William Andrew

Leonard

prti

'i

Mrs. William A. Leonard, wife of
Bishop Leonard, of the Diocese of
Ohio, died in Glen Haven, New York,
on the night of October 22. Mrs.
Leonard had been in poor health for a
number of years, but until lately had

been considerably better.
Announcement of her death aroused
great sorrow in Gambier, as she was
well known among a wide circle of
friends in this place, and the flag of
the college was placed at half-maas a mark of respect.
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."Will you tuck these into your coat?" said our host. "Will a duck swim?"
chuckled Mr. Learning in reply as he eagerly took the Virginia cigarettes.
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What has made Richmond Straight Cuts stand alone throughout two generations? Simply because there is a subtle
charm and quaint
delicacy in their "bright" Virginia tobacco which is not to be had in any other cigarette.
Why not renew your old time acquaintance?
old-tim- e

WORK ON CONSTITUTION
Revision

STARTS

Committee Finds Confused
Mass of Contradictions

No definite action has yet been taken
by the committee appointed to revise
the constitution of the Assembly.
There is a question whether the old
constitution will require only complete
revision or must be entirely rewritten.
At all events the present constitution
will be thoroughly analyzed and all
extraneous and contradictory matter
will be removed.
There are a number of amendments
scattered through the minute books.
The result is, that to secure any definite information one must do an infinite
amount of searching to find it. The
minute books will be carefully gone
over and all of these amendments will
be collected and inserted in the
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PLAIN OR CORK TIP

15 Cents

Also in attractive tins, 50
for 40c; 100 for 75c Sent
postage prepaid if your dealer
cannot supply you.
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Preferred by Gentlemen Now as Then
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